
Product:  Cell Shield electromagnetic neutralizer 

Product Life: Commences Immediately last up to 3 yrs.

Color:   Black

Dimensions:   ½” surface area  ¼’ thick
(Current Retail application)

Material:   20 minerals calcined into ceramic

Application:  Integration into mobile cell phones, and 
other wireless devices around antenna areas .

• Cell Phones
• Cordless Phones 
• Baby Monitors
• Tablets 
• Small Computers
• Bluetooth devices
• Ear phones
• Autos Wifi * new

Scientific Summary

The Cell Shield's patented technology is a ceramic 
composed of 20 kinds of oxide minerals, calcined at 
1300-1450°C then cooled with liquid nitrogen to 
form a functional molecular structure of conductive 
and absorptive  material which acts as an  
electromagnetic wave absorber. 

Engineered to use the combination of magnetic and 
electric functions caused by chemical reaction can 
absorb electromagnetic waves.   As the absorber 
permits external electromagnetic fields for 
microwaves and magnetic movement inside the 
absorber, it is arranged in one direction and 
uniformly moves to the same phase.  When a high 
frequency magnetic field is vertically added to a 
magnetized electrostatic field in a “stationary 
state” magnetization movement starts to rotate.  

This rotation has a unique cycle determined by 
added electrostatic field and resonance is caused 
when the unique cycle is in accord with the cycle of 
a high frequency magnetic field.  This is called 
magnetic resonance which is the principle used for 
absorption in the Cell Shield. ®

This material absorbs the potentially noxious long 
electromagnetic waves (electric field and magnetic 
field)  Part of these are extinguished and part 
modified and (discharged) radiated as 2.5μm –
25μm original infrared rays which represent a 
source of useful bionic energy for the human body. 

The quantity irradiated energy is equal to the 
quantity of energy absorbed.  The Cell Shield is a 
semi-permanent product which repeats resonance, 
just as radiated infrared rays facilitate animal and 
plant growth and blood circulation.  The Cell Shield 
neutralizes the potential risk to the human body, 
activates bionics and absorbs the harmful 
electromagnetic waves. 

The latest data shows mobile wireless use is at an all-
time high.   Mobile device expansion is causing more 
EMF (electromagnetic)  field exposure, with no 
current implementation or integration of protective 
shielding technology from hardware manufacturers.  
The current debate is centered on whether long-term 
low level exposure can evoke negative biological 
responses and influence people's well being. 

Media coverage of recent studies linking long term 
EMF exposure to cancers and other health maladies 
have given way to increased consumer awareness of 
potential dangers.   A growing segment of the 
population now claim electromagnetic 
hypersensitivity (EHS) syndrome with sensitivity 
symptoms ranging  from headaches, fatigue, sleep 
disturbances, skin rashes, burning sensations,  pain 
and ache in muscles including extreme reactions from 
any exposure to EMF wave fields with a new 
phenomenon of EMF sensitive  “refugees”.



Cell Shield products are composed of a
patented conductive ceramic material which
studies have shown absorbs electromagnetic
radiation. The patented ceramic material is
specially formulated from a variety of metal
oxides, which when combined and sintered at
1600 degrees Celsius produce a material with a
unique absorptive quality.

Certain materials are capable of selective
absorption of very high-frequency radio waves.
The SAR* of most cellular phones ranges
between .109 and 1.6 watts per kilogram. SAR
can be reduced by limiting the amount of Radio
Frequency (RF) energy absorbed by the body.

Scientific Summary Continued

This is because the materials’ nuclei have at
least one unpaired proton or neutron and act
like tiny magnets. When a strong magnetic field
acts on such nuclei, it sets them into precession
which is a unique pattern specific to magnetic
materials. When the natural frequency of the
processing nuclear magnets corresponds to the
frequency of the external radio wave striking
the material, energy is absorbed by the nuclei at
a frequency called the resonant frequency. The
energy, which is in turn produced by the nuclear
magnet, is infrared energy.
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*SAR: According to the Cellular 

Telecommunications Industry 

Association, Specific Absorption Rate, 

or SAR, is "a way of measuring the 

quantity of radio frequency energy that 

is absorbed by the body." SAR is 

expressed in terms of watts per 

kilogram. For a phone to be sold in the 

US, it must be 1.6 SAR or less, 

according to FCC regulations.
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